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TOMADA | ongoing________________________________________________________transmedia installation project



TOMADA | diagram

* click here to see the experiment

* click here to see the experiments

* click here to listen to the experiment

* click here to see the experiment
* click here to see the printer working

* click here to see Pfeffer’s time-lapse

* click here to see the work’s simulation

* click here to see the work study

* click here to see Harold Wager’s experiments

* click here to see the experiment

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RrXWWnNcz6MPIQ2cTgPces5inmsC8YCH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1xA34pSQV3nnUEyZLQnj5Jroh56uiVT94?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LteSCKMkodifJg8bRgGjiF4M4oUNHYo8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12rVd-qr1ssBlVEUg-yIizO3I8_REtSNM/view?usp=sharing
https://www.jpaccacio.com/maquinadotempo
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q2FSzB3S8cAiUlijmzGfU5puryRcjeB6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WCIvur_5c5yyZ7qB_SW5ZmBEdiWgNB12/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EpnoAHd3mKcjnjamLVRfquGOXnPIqTLb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19ECHCreI4cBzOMWnU_qcg_-7jAOHap0q?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vvyn5DaN3zYjaz-_UwCzBDoMc4mCVyZn/view?usp=sharing


MIMESIS | experiment for TOMADA________________________audiovisual instalation [ https://youtu.be/ULT6-zBuTj0 ]

Jp Accacio | Mimesis, 2022
 Audiovisual installation composed by a container with a plant in front of a flat screen monitor of approx. 32 inches showing 16:9 (1920 x 1080p) video on loop. Color, no sound.

https://youtu.be/ULT6-zBuTj0


SIGNAL ON | experiment for TOMADA___________________________________video [ https://youtu.be/8_82LzljUy8 ]

Jp Accacio | Signal On, 2022 (video frames)
 16:9 video (1920 x 1080p) with 5’00”. Color, sound.

https://youtu.be/8_82LzljUy8


JARDIM-CEMITÉRIO | experiments for TOMADA_______________________________________series of photographs

Jp Accacio | untitled, from Cemetery-Garden series, 2022
  Photographic print on heavyweight cotton paper nailed directly to the wall, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)
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  Photographic print on heavyweight cotton paper nailed directly to the wall, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)
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Jp Accacio | untitled, from Cemetery-Garden series, 2022
  Photographic print on heavyweight cotton paper nailed directly to the wall, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | untitled, from Cemetery-Garden series, 2022
  Photographic print on heavyweight cotton paper nailed directly to the wall, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)



REFORESTATION | experiment for TOMADA____________________________video [ https://youtu.be/CwVSJ6HvFGs ]

Jp Accacio | Reforestation, 2022 (video frames)
 16:9 video (1920 x 1080p) with 2’47”. Color, sound.

https://youtu.be/CwVSJ6HvFGs


VEGETALIVE | experiment for TOMADA_____________________________________________________graphic piece

Jp Accacio | Vegetalive, 2022
Printed art with varied possibilities of supports.



ANIMALVEGETAL | experiments for TOMADA_______________________________________neon sign + sound piece

Jp Accacio | ANIMAL-VEGETAL, 2022 (neon sign simulation + sound piece)
Neon sign with variable dimensions and 2’51” sound piece played on loop.

[ click here for the sound piece ]

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LteSCKMkodifJg8bRgGjiF4M4oUNHYo8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LteSCKMkodifJg8bRgGjiF4M4oUNHYo8/view?usp=sharing


TOMADA | installation sketch



TOMADA - Experimental Living Lab | about

TOMADA is a transmedia Experimental Living Lab, based on researches, experiments and reflections about human and vegetal 
intelligences and technologies, conceived from the intersection between my artistic practices embodying media and technologies, 
and studies about the plants realm and nature in general. This is a research based on the creation of works and experiments in 
different media and supports.

This project develops itself over experiments exploring life and death concepts, specifically in relation to the vegetal life and the 
“death” of human media and technologies. From the perspective of the plants, the title of the research, in portuguese, means the 
act of taking, invading and occupying. As for the technologies made by humankind, it refers to the name we give to the electrical 
device where we plug in our equipment. Without it, everything shuts down. Other experiences arise. 
 
TOMADA can be an art installation, but it can also take place in different forms and systems and happen in both physical or virtual 
spaces. There are no geographies or definite borders. Such as a forest, its content can spread widely, from any available medium, 
media or support. Experimentation also takes place in the way the project occurs. 

In its installation version, the work is composed of an “Electric Tree” surrounded by “Cemetery-Gardens”.

The first is a structure built in modules, inspired by the architecture of trees and the cellular organization of plants. In its niches 
it houses a series of electronic equipment from different ages alongside plants of diverse species growing around them. These 
equipments are interconnected, they communicate, transmit and register different contents, originated from the researches I have 
been carried out. The assembly and connection of these devices is also thought in analogy to the natural elements’ structures, 
and some of them work interactively. 

By housing two frequently opposite ideas in its name, what happens in each “Cemetery-Garden” is the use of carcasses, circuits, 
and the insides of electronic equipment waste as cribs for the birth and breed of plants that will grow there.



Existence focused on production rather than consumption, decentralized and non-systematic structures, modular development 
where division multiplies and not the opposite, collective and cooperative behavior, low energy consumption, networked commu-
nication, adaptation and integration to the environment and unique temporal relations are some of the plants attributes. TOMADA 
embodies and spreads these ideas through the experiences arising from the observing and livingness with the artwork. 

   

  

 

 



TIME, TIME, TIME | 2016 - ongoing_________________________________________series of photographs and videos 

Jp Accacio | 21/07 - 05:20 - 07:00, 2016 - 2020
Photographic print, 60 X 90 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | 21/07 - 17:49 - 20:19, 2016 - 2020
Photographic print, 60 X 90 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | 20/07 - 17:09 - 19:23, 2016 - 2020
 Photographic print, 60 X 90 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | 23/10 - 17:14 - 19:27, 2019 - 2020
 Photographic print, 60 X 90 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | 30/10 - 18:24 - 19:36, 2019 - 2020
Photographic print, 60 X 90 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | 01/11 - 19:37 - 02/11 - 00:10, 2019 - 2020
 Photographic print, 60 X 90 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | 27/10 - 18:01 - 20:16, 2019 - 2020
Photographic print, 60 X 90 cm (suggested dimensions)



30/10 - 18:24 - 19:36_________________________________video frames [ available at https://youtu.be/i9aUXmvsOos ]

Jp Accacio | 30/10 - 18:24 - 19:36, 2019 - 2020
 16:9 video (1920 x 1080p) with 5’11”. Color, sound. 



20/07 - 17:09 - 19:23________________________________video frames [ available at https://youtu.be/WST96r5yXK0 ]

Jp Accacio | 20/07 - 17:09 - 19:23, 2016 - 2020
 16:9 video (1920 x 1080p) with 3’10”. Color, sound. 



TIME, TIME, TIME | about 

Time, Time, Time is a series originated from a research that has been going on since 2012, and which is based on visual 
studies of time within the photographic and audiovisual fields. In these works, the multiple variations that occur in certain 
scenes, recorded for an extended period, from the same point of view are explored.

The series adresses the reconfiguring of the traditional and linear notion of time, through fragmented and unusual narra-
tives. Day and night blend and one cannot certainly distinguish dusk from dawn, as a parallel of what happens to us now-
adays, when we are asked to experience diverse times simultaneously without being ready to deal with this subversion of 
classical notions of temporality.

This work also deals with the idea of frontiers stretching and dilution. Not only concerning time but audiovisual media 
languages borders as well, since the final photographs are composed by assemblies that comprise more than one image 
recorded at different times. The result of each work are photographs that embodies a temporal narrative close to the me-
dias that use the moving images, such as video or cinema. In this way, the series also addresses and discusses seminal 
issues related to the photographic language, such as the “decisive moment” or the “frozen time”.  

In the videos photographs are also used, which together with the moving images create enigmatic narratives, where the 
media are blurred and shuffled at all times. The sound layers are also worked in order to emphasize the non-linearity 
present in the works.
  

 



DISTANT NEIGHBORS | 2021______________________________________________series of photographs and video 

Jp Accacio | untitled, from Distant Neighbors series, 2021
 Photographic print, 30 X 45 cm, mounted on a 7cm deep backligh frame. 
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Jp Accacio | untitled, from Distant Neighbors series, 2021
 Photographic print, 30 X 45 cm, mounted on a 7cm deep backligh frame. 



DISTANT NEIGHBORS______________________________video frames [ available at https://youtu.be/wLGGc9FOfyk ]

Jp Accacio | untitled, from Distant Neighbors series, 2021
 Projection of a 16:9 (1920 x 1080p) video with 4’19” on loop. Color, sound. 

https://youtu.be/wLGGc9FOfyk


VIZINHOS DE LONGE | about

Distant Neighbors is a series of photographs taken at night showing altered urban landscapes. The final works are as-
semblies comprising fragments from numerous different photographs. This process takes place through collages where 
different environments are cut out and then reconfigured, resulting in sets that in reality are impossible. 

The work’s proposal is creating simulated ambiences and neighborhoods, bringing in environments that we can glimpse 
at distance, inhabited by unknown neighbors but that seem closer now, from the perspective of a far and lonely gaze, in 
a context boosted by social isolation. 

The skewed architecture and the images’ weirdness and deformities draw a parallel with the unstable scenario in which 
we live in, where everything seems to float in a distorted and out of place way, being part of a narrative that touches on 
surreality and fiction.

 



BRIEF HISTORY OF IMAGE | 2019__________________________________________________photograph projection

Jp Accacio | Brief History of Image, 2019 (view of the artwork)
Ancient magic lantern projecting a photographic image printed on acetate.



 [ see more at https://www.jpaccacio.com/brevehistoriadaimagem ] 

BRIEF HISTORY OF IMAGE | view of the artwork

https://www.jpaccacio.com/brevehistoriadaimagem


BRIEF HISTORY OF IMAGE | about

Brief History of Image is a work composed of a magic lantern manufactured in the late 19th century that projects the photograph 
considered the first produced in history, by Joseph Nicéphore Niepce. The old image, however, is projected pixelated, after a digital 
retouching process. 

When making use of an apparatus from the pre-cinema era such as the magic lantern and which projects an iconic photograph loaded 
with digital noise, this work seeks to illustrate, in a figurative way, the trajectory of the reproducible image from the advent of 
photography until the current days.



THINGS TAKE TIME | 2019________________________________________________________________video-object

 Jp Accacio | Things Take Time, 2019 (view of the artwork) 
 Tube TV set with variable dimensions playing a 640 x 480p video with 1’00” on loop.



 [ see more at  www.jpaccacio.com/thingstaketime ] 

THINGS TAKE TIME | view of the artwork

http://www.jpaccacio.com/thingstaketime


THINGS TAKE TIME | about

Things Take Time is a tube TV set that emulates an analog clock. Every minute completed, a written message that lasts one second 
appears on the screen. In the remaining time, only the audio is transmitted by the device. 

This work addresses several reflections on chronological time and the time of things.

At first, there is the understanding that a measurement imposed as a rule (one minute) can be experienced in very different ways 
depending on the recipient, the environment and the way the work is observed.

How long does a minute last? What is the level of deformity of this time stablished centuries ago in relation to the time we experience 
in the contemporary world, where the arrival of new technologies increasingly transforms and distorts this ancestral measurement?

The time of things is presented here in the shape of a disused device (a tube TV set) that pretends to be another almost rare equipment 
(an analog clock), in a fusion resulting in an uncategorized technological object, which presents itself as a new and possible hybrid, 
but already obsolete. 

The assembling proposal for the installation contemplates the tube TV set positioned on a base that emulates a Greek column, 
presenting an environment with kind of a corny and outdated mood where these pieces from such different times seem compelled to 
live together. It is suggested to place a chair or an armchair so that the public can enjoy the work and literally “sit down watching time 
go by”.
 

  



FALL | 2018____________________________________________________________________audiovisual installation

Jp Accacio | Fall, 2018 (view of the installation)
Audiovisual installation composed by three 29 inch TV sets showing three 640 x 480p videos with 2’26”, 2’33” and 2’33” respectively, on loop.



 [ see more at www.jpaccacio.com/queda ] 

FALL | views of the installation and frames of the videos 

http://www.jpaccacio.com/queda


FALL | about

Fall is an audiovisual installation composed by three TV sets stacked up one over another, showing a waterfall that when flowing 
becomes image and sound noises.   

The fall is split in three parts, one for each screen. As the water falls the image pixelates and increasingly gains artificial appearance. 
The sound heard is a blend of the nature environment and common noise interference from out of air TV sets, which is similar to 
water falling in great abundance, broadening the ambiguity when distinguishing the present elements. 

The idea of this artwork emerged from observing some parallels between the image of a waterfall previously recorded and audiovisu-
al static and noise. These similarities take place both in the audiovisual and, in a conceptual way, towards human and technologies 
development.

Throughout image, sound and objects dialog some aspects are covered in this work. Among those there are the even dimmer border 
between the natural and the artificial and further on the matter of the widespread contamination of both media and 
technology as well as the environment. The old TV sets contribute to this collapsed, decadent and falling character.   

 



THE MUCH I MISS IT | 2018____________________________________________________________video projection

Jp Accacio | The Much I Miss It, 2018 (video frame)
Projection of a 1920 x 1440p video with 8’53” played on loop. 



 [ video available at www.jpaccacio.com/afalta ] 

THE MUCH I MISS IT | video frames

http://www.jpaccacio.com/afalta


The Much I Miss It is a video that shows the window light of a slide projector working and switching without images. Under this light 
frame a small fire begins and finishes by not interfering on the action that happens above it. 

Inspired by the fire that destroyed Rio de Janeiro’s Nacional Museum in 2018 this work proposes antagonistic reflections. On the one 
hand questions related to carelessness, deletion and loss are presented, both in the material sense as on the memory context. On 
the other hand there is also an idea of flow and continuity that rules our way of life, wherein we program ourselves for the necessity 
of proceeding in a mechanical way, despite the significant and meaningful events and facts taking place around us. 

THE MUCH I MISS IT | about 



MARMÚRIO | 2018__________________________________________________performance + audiovisual installation

Jp Accacio | Marmúrio, 2018 (installation view after the performance)
Audiovisual installation composed by concrete bricks and HD video (16:9) with 8’53” projected on loop. 



 [ see more at www.jpaccacio.com/marmurio ] 

MARMÚRIO | views of the installation before and after the performance

http://www.jpaccacio.com/marmurio


Marmúrio is an audiovisual installation that comes from a performatic act. The work is formed by a small concrete brick wall having an 
image of sea projected on it. The performance consists of the gradual removal of the bricks, that are placed on the sides and in front 
of the space, in order to form a new spatial relation between image and objects. 

At the same time that the wall’s removal “frees” the image, the distribution of the bricks in its front blocks the passage of light, producing 
shadows that resemble new buildings that are being built.

The name of this work comes from the Portuguese words “mar” (sea), “muro” (wall) and “murmúrio” (murmur), the last one meaning 
the continuous noise of the sea waves or of the running water. 

MARMÚRIO | about   



TALK TO ME | 2018______________________________________________________________audiovisual installation

Jp Accacio | Talk To Me, 2018 (view of the installation)
             Audiovisual installation composed by mini projector, mini tripod, old TV set and 640 x 480p video with 3’41” played on loop. 



 [ see more at www.jpaccacio.com/falacomigo ] 

TALK TO ME | views of the installation

http://www.jpaccacio.com/falacomigo


[ video available at https://vimeo.com/284009276 ] 

TALK TO ME | frames of the video that composes the installation

https://vimeo.com/284009276


Talk To Me is an audiovisual installation formed by a mini projector that emits images over an old TV set which doesn’t work anymore.  

This work investigates the dialogue possibilities among different devices from different times, from the understanding of the growing 
ephemeral character of goods and technologies, and their fast disposal and abandonment. Therefore, the conception of a talk between 
two differently aged devices with different working patterns provides them a new alternative of use and afterlife. 

The content projected on the TV set is a video that shows an image full of interferences, very common on old televisions, interleaved 
by flashes of iconic scenes from Brazilian and Wordwide TV history. 

As if in an agony and overthrow state, the old set tries to survive, but in order to make this possible it depends on an external, contem-
porary device, that apparently gives it back its vital functions. Therefore, what actually happens it’s just a projection of something that 
once was native for itself.

TALK TO ME | about 



TIME MACHINE  | 2017____________________________________________________________________installation

Jp Accacio | Time Machine, 2017 (detail)
            Audiovisual installation composed by a dot matrix printer, raspberry single-board computer, continuous feed paper and concrete bricks.



 [ see more at www.jpaccacio.com/maquinadotempo ] 

TIME MACHINE | views of the artwork 

http://www.jpaccacio.com/maquinadotempo


Time Machine is a dot matrix printer that, while it’s turned on, uninterruptedly prints time minute by minute. The continuous feed paper 
accumulates in space, as a way of materializing the passage of time. Printed sheets of carbon paper are also generated and piled up 
at the device’s back part, as a negative version of what can be seen from the front.

At a time when days and years run faster and faster the artwork suggests that we literally stop to watch time pass. The machine also 
reflects a commom condition to many working individuals of contemporary societies, functioning in an uninterrupted and bureaucratic 
way, in order to perform a single function and often aging in this circunstance.

Instead of the time machines from movies and books, always endowed with a character of fantasy and a certain trait of freedom, this 
Time Machine works to show the opposite bias.

TIME MACHINE | about 



THIS WAS, IS AND WILL BE | 2017__________________________________________________series of photographs

Jp Accacio | Passage #1, 2017
Photographic print, 66 X 100 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Passage #5, 2017
Photographic print, 66 X 100 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Passage #2, 2017
Photographic print, 66 X 100 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Passage #3, 2017
Photographic print, 66 X 100 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Passage #4, 2017
Photographic print, 66 X 100 cm (suggested dimensions)



This Was, Is, and Will Be is a series of photographs of private places, taken over a period of time that varies from hours to two or 
three days. The final works are formed by countless fragments of photos of the same scene, taken at different moments. The results 
are views of familiar places and situations that also provoke a sense of disorientation and produce an effect of doubt and illusion, in an 
experience of exploration and expansion of temporal and visual possibilities, within the photographic narrative.

The concept of this work came from the idea of presenting, through a language taken to be static and frozen, a singular temporality, in 
a sort of archaeological exploration – visual and mnemonic - of commom places where we live and spend most of our lives.

Furniture, flooring, tiles, walls and carpets shelter long and extensive time, with its marks, stains, accumulations and imperfections. 
The time that ages things and in which we age. The movement of lights, shadows, doors, windows and objects denote daily time, the 
one that passes every minute in front of us, and which is a sign of our presence and existence.

The time of life and the time of living. In both cases, we often don’t perceive them; but one can learn how to see.

 

THIS WAS, IS AND WILL BE | about 



THE BEAUTIFUL CLOSED ALEXANDRE SEQUEIRA’S HOUSE | 2017______________________________installation  

Jp Accacio | The Beautiful Closed Alexandre Sequeira’s House, 2017 (parcial view of the assembled installation)
Audiovisual installation composed by 2 HD videos (16:9) with 10’54” each one shown on 20 inches monitors, wooden box with door, 12 photographic prints with 10 x 15 cm and 10 x 10 cm and mini speaker. 



 [ see more at www.jpaccacio.com/lcf ] 

THE BEAUTIFUL CLOSED ALEXANDRE SEQUEIRA’S HOUSE | frames of the videos

http://www.jpaccacio.com/lcf


THE BEAUTIFUL CLOSED ALEXANDRE SEQUEIRA’S HOUSE | photographs that composes the installation

Jp Accacio | The Beautiful Closed Alexandre Sequeira’s House, 2017
12 photographic prints with 10 x 15 cm and 10 x 10 cm



The Beautiful Closed Alexandre Sequeira’s House is an audiovisual installation composed by a text, a movie, twelve photographies 
and a recorded testimony. Two monitors are mounted side by side on the wall. In one of them a film shows an old house, full of objects 
and memories, closed for a long time, wich opens during the narrative. To watch this images is necessary to open the wooden box that 
houses the monitor. On the next screen is shown a text about the experience of being a guest of this place. Small photographies and 
the house’s dweller audio testimony complete the artwork.

This work originated while I took part on an artistic residency in Belém do Pará (Brazil), at the house of Alexandre Sequeira, a visual 
artist and researcher. He invited and hosted coleagues to work at Residência São Jerônimo, his family’s old house wich had a noble 
past, and that has been closed and swallowed by the city during the last decades. 

All the piece was developed from a text I wrote during my staying in the place. It is shown on a monitor as if it was a subtitle of an 
nonexistent movie, and it can also bee seen as a text that illustrates a completely dark environment, and consequently, closed. 
The next monitor is housed by a wooden box, the door is closed. One can only listen to the audio of the movie, that shows the opening 
of the house, firstly from its inside and after that to the street. To see the images the box has to be opened, in a role reversal game: the 
text aquires an audiovisual piece format and it’s acessible, while the image is presented covered and blocked by an object that has to 
be overpassed.

Completing the installation the twelve photographs, made by mobile phone, are set on the wall around a mini speaker, that transmits 
the dweller’s testimony about the house’s history.

THE BEAUTIFUL CLOSED ALEXANDRE SEQUEIRA’S HOUSE | about 



INSOMNIAC | 2017_______________________________________________________________series of photographs 

Jp Accacio | Loureiro Insone, 2017
Photographic print, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Deodoro Insone, 2017
Photographic print, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Minhocão Insone, 2017
Photographic print, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Devesa Insone, 2017
Photographic print, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)



Jp Accacio | Campevas Insone, 2017
Photographic print, 53 X 80 cm (suggested dimensions)



Insomniac is a series of photographs that intends to show in a ludic way one of the most significant aspects of contemporary society, 
which is our relation with time. 

In each work of the present series one and only view is photographed many times within an approximate period of four hours, from the 
end of the day to nightfall. The final artworks are composed by digital cuts, in the daily images, of all the windows, commercial 
environments or any other places where people inhabit, work or share the same spaces. These cuts are pasted one by one under a 
night photograph giving the impression that all of them are “being turned on” and cohabited at the same time.  

Through the construction of unusual landscapes a dark empty outdoor world is revealed, opposing to indoor environments which 
never stop to work or turn off, in an imagery metaphor of a society that abolishes day and night, home and work, personal and collective 
borders. 

Among so many other afflictions and illnesses triggered by new experiences we’ve been through, insomnia is one of the most common 
and symbolic. Through the production of these photographic assemblages the intention of the artwork is to illustrate part of the body 
of questions involved in this new order we live in. 

 

[ see the whole series at www.jpaccacio.com/insone ] 

INSOMNIAC | sobre 

http://www.jpaccacio.com/insone


ANTIPODES | 2015 - 2016________________________________________________series of photographs and videos

Jp Accacio | Antipodes, 2015 (view of the two series assembled together)
Two polyptychs with 10 photographs measuring 17 x 17 cm each with two HD videos (16:9) with 7’42” and 3’38” lenght exhibited on loop on 7 inch tablet.  



NAOSHIMA | 2015_______________________________________________________series of photographs and video

Jp Accacio | Naoshima, 2015 (suggested composition)
Polyptych with 10 photographs measuring 17 x 17 cm each and 7’42” video exhibited on loop on 7 inch tablet. 



NAOSHIMA | images of the series



[ video available at www.jpaccacio.com/antipodas ] 

NAOSHIMA | images of the series and video frames

http://www.jpaccacio.com/antipodas


AJURUTEUA | 2015_____________________________________________________series of photographs and video

Jp Accacio | Ajuruteua, 2016 (suggested composition)
Polyptych with 10 photographs measuring 17 x 17 cm each and 3’38” video exhibited on loop on 7 inch tablet. 



AJURUTEUA | images of the series



AJURUTEUA | images of the series and video frames

[ video available at www.jpaccacio.com/antipodas ] 

http://www.jpaccacio.com/antipodas


Antipodes is a series consisting of photographs and videos recorded by cell phone during travels in 2015 and 2016.

Antipode is a word that designates two diametrically opposed points in geographical means, and thus, very distant places. Antipode 
also refers to the antagonistic and, consequently, to the different.

In 2015, during a trip to Japan I’ve been to the small island of Naoshima, where I made some registers of houses and facades of local 
constructions.

In 2016, during a trip to Pará I had the opportunity to visit the small city of Ajuruteua. When walking and observing the place I began to 
see similarities between both localities. Despite of geographic and cultural opposition I was seduced by the possibility of finding links 
between two worlds so far apart. The idea of joining both works in the same series came up right away.

The video recordings of displacements in Japan and Pará are a way to bring these two antipodes universes even closer.

ANTIPODES | about 



Jp Accacio 

Press, Publications & Others

 2008 - 2021



2021____________________________________________________________________[ more about the project here ] 

https://linktr.ee/entranhamentos
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barracas dos moradores
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1_ Regina de Paula. Teko Haw Brasil, 2018. Lambe
2_ Pio Figueiroa. Pise Presente, 2019. Letras de ferro 
3_ Ding Musa. Tangran (bandeira #2), 2019. Tijolos
4_ Martina Franchini. Brasil com Z, 2019. Impressão em papel couche
5_ Tomaz Klotzel. Luto Luta, 2019. Para�na, terra e chumbo
6_ Surpresinha de Uva. Beijo, 2019. Impressão UV sobre madeira
7_ Cacá Mousinho. Da tua boca, 2019. Ferro, linha e papel de chá
8_ Néle Azevedo. Tríptico, 2018. Vídeo
9_ Luciana Magno. Jurema (uma proposta de bandeira para o Brasil), 2019. Vídeo registro de ação 
10_ Cabelo. O Mundo Roda e a Pomba Gira, 2019. Placa de led e áudio
11_ Nathalia Leter. Poleiro, 2019. Madeira e galhos da Horta da Ocupação 9 de Julho / Porta-documentos com escritas 
12_ Marcius Galan. Intersecção (entre a teoria e a prática), 2015. pintura sobre madeira, ferro, prego e giz
13_ Adriana Menezes. Ogun, Xango e Omolun, 2019. Argila, papel, palha, búzios e tinta preta
14_ Erica Ferrari. Busto ao desconhecido (Getúlio sumiu), 2019. Cimento, gesso, entulho, metal e argila 
15_ Mariana Lacerda. Hayu, 2019. Vídeo instalação com cabana para menores de 12 anos
16_ O�cina de Arte Ocupação 9 de Julho. Sem título, 2019. Esculturas em argila
17_ Bené Fonteles. Sem título, 1996. Impressão UV sobre madeira 
18_ N-1. Ruptura, 2019. Vídeo
19_ Erica Ferrari. Patrimônio=nóis, 2019. Pedras portuguesas 
20_ Lucia Koch. A temperatura do ar, 2019. Impressão sobre tule de poliamida e trilho de alumínio
21_ Livia Aquino. Viva Maria, 2017. Tecido e feltro
22_ Jarbas Lopes. A �cha: série o debate, 1998/2019. Banners de campanha eleitoral e carpete tramados
23_ Coletivo 13 e Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva. Bandeira Lula Livre (autografada), 2019. Impressão sobre cetim e mastro de cobre
24_ Roosevelt Pinheiro. Sem título, 2019. Cabos de energia encapados
25_ Neide Jallegeas. Gente é pra brilhar, 2019. Bandeira de rendas e lambe
26_ Nuno Ramos. Os desastres da guerra, 2017. Reprodução e fumaça
27_ Georgea Miessa. Serenata de amor, 1920-2019. Faixa mp3, ipod e fones de ouvido
28_ Edouard Fraipont. Desenho#4, 2015. Fotogra�a impressa jato de tinta
29_ Solange Lisboa. Nas minhas veias arde sangue, 2019. Renda e bordado em tecido de algodão
30_ Rodrigo Bueno. Entranhas expostas/verdes apostas, 2019. Galhos pintados e plantas
31_ Aparelhamento. Quem ocupa, cuida, 2019. Vídeo
32_ Bianca Barbato. Castelinho de Areia, 2019. Esculturas de latão fundido e terra
33_ Marcelo Zocchio. Néscio, 2017. Boneco de plástico e madeira
34_ Néle Azevedo. Safari, 2019. Elefante de pelúcia suspenso 
35_ Laura Lima. Múltiplo Disfarçado, 2019. Máscara de papel de embrulho de pão
36_ Radio Livre Canto Torto. Rádio Livre + Canto Torto, 2019. Rádio montada na Ocupação 9 de Julho 
37_ Marcos Vilas Boas. Brasil Colônia, 2019. Impressão jato de tinta em papel alta celulose
38_ Jp Accacio. Avisos Obrigatórios, 2019. Placas de PS com aplicação de vinil adesivo
39_ Bruno Dunley. Diabo, 2010. Óleo sobre tela
40_ Ana Letícia Penedo. Bandeira, 2019. Tinta de tecido sobre algodão
6_ Surpresinha de Uva. Lula, 2019. Impressão UV sobre madeira com áudio
41_ Gustavo Torrezan. No terraplanar que se �nda um mundo, 2019. Sal e terra preta
42_ Lucas Bambozi. De portas abertas, 2019. Videoprojeção sobre parede de tijolos
43_ Renato Custódio. Demarcação/Devastação, 2019. Acrílica e gra�te sobre lona
44_ Elenita Ferreira. Sem título (parangolé), 2019. Costura em tecido 
45_ André Komatsu. Sem título, 2019. Luminária de teto, lâmpada, �o elétrico, folha de alumínio e  tela de aço
46_ Adriana Aranha. Rejunte, 2019. Parede de azulejos rejuntada com massa de urucum
47_ Ca�ra Zoé e Camila Mota. Feitiço de espada, ruína e terra contra terraplana, 2019. Vídeo, espada de são jorge, entulho e minérios
48_ Chris Ameln. O Palácio de Moebius (ou Aqui, Jazida), 2019. Latão, cobre, madeira, breu e gravura 
49_ André Komatsu. Imperfeito, inerte, 2019. Compensado laminado, parafuso, tela de aço e gra�te
50_ Jp Accacio. Grito, 2019. Vídeo
51_ Cólera Alegria. Acervo Cólera Alegria, 2019. Pintura sobre tecido
52_ Elenita Ferreira. Sem título , 2019. Desenho sobre papel 
53_ Renata Lucas. Os modos à mesa (mitológicas 3), 2019. Impressão em tecido
54_ Marcelo Zocchio. Transformer Stenocalyx, 2012. Galhos de pitangueira
55_ Lais Myrrha. Encruzilhada, 2019. Impressão jato de tinta com pigmento mineral sobre papel 
56_ Sergio Queiroz. A natureza é humana, 2019. Madeira, gaze, gesso, terra e plantas
57_ Paulo Batista. Liberdade, 2019. Fanzines impressos, pregos, madeira e barbante
58_ Lanchonete<>Lanchonete. Armamentação, 2019. Objetos de papelão e cola
59_ Jarbas Lopes. Pegue seu real, 2014/2019. Gaiolas e ação em semáforos
60_ Ines Cardoso. Cocais, a cidade reinventada, 2008. Vídeo
61_ Sara Ramo. Selva-me, 2019. Vídeo
62_ Nelson Felix. Esquizofrenia da forma e do êxtase, 2018. Bastão à óleo, folha de ouro, gra�te, carvão, agulhas e tecido
63_ Edouard Fraipont. Linha de frente, 2019. Marreta e desenho na parede
64_ Luisa Meyer. Pau-de-arara ou Dwipadapavanamuktasana, 2019. Pintura a óleo sobre madeira recortada 
65_ Livia Aquino. Continuo sonhando, 2018. Tinta sobre parede
66_ Carla Café. Terra �oresta, 2019. Gra�te e tranferência sobre papel
67_ Nelson Felix. Esquizofrenia da forma e do êxtase, 2018. Gra�te, carvão, agulhas, cabo de aço e tecido
68_ Samantha Lucas. Performance do início, 2019. Fotogra�a impressa 
69_ Preta Ferreira. Minha Carne, 2019. Videclip e entrevista
70_ Lourival Cuquinha. Apólice do Apocalipse, 2018. Cômoda de madeira e vidro, nanquim sobre papel moeda e grilos
71_ Debora Bolsoni. Teto, 2019. Intervenção com aplicação de padrão inspirado no gra�smo baniwa
72_ Beth da Matta. Rasgo, 2019. Caixa de acrílico, terra e sementes de milho crioulo.
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João Paulo Accacio | Jp Accacio
Born 1976, Brazil
Lives and works in Sao Paulo

Transmedia artist with a BA in Social Communication with Radio and TV 
specialty by FAAP - Fundação Armando Álvares Penteado / Sao Paulo 
(2000), a Postgraduate Diploma in Communication and Image Produc-
tion Practices: Photography and Audiovisual by Universidade Mackenzie 
/ Sao Paulo (2014) and a Postgraduate Diploma in Photography by FAAP 
- Fundação Armando Álvares Penteado / Sao Paulo (2017).

Jp produces works in photography, video, installation, performance and 
graphics. His research investigates the possibilities of dialogues embracing 
natural and human elements and technologies, the coexistence between 
different medium and languages, and the constitution of the image under 
the prism of temporal, spatial and narrative construction.  

Among the main themes of his interest are the connections between space 
and audiovisual, the experiments involving elements and landscapes of the 
natural realm, the use of diverse equipment and technologies of different 
ages and the creation of works shel-tering hybrid techniques.

He has been participating in solo and group shows around Brazil and abroad 
since 2008, having works exhibited at Memorial da América Latina, Funar-
te, Museu de Arte de Ribeirão Preto, Paadman Projects, Pinacoteca de São 
Bernardo do Campo, Casa das Caldeiras, contemporary art galleries and 
alternative venues.   

BIO AND CONTACT DETAILS

He has also exhibited and presented his works at SESC Santos and 
SESC Campinas, Red Bull Station, FILE (International Festival of Elec-
tronic Language) and Casa da Luz, among others.

He is the creator and curator of the Entranhamentos image occupation 
project, co-creator and co-curator of the expanded audiovisual show and 
festival Expanded Experiments.

He has taken part in some artistic residencies around Brazil since 2016. 
His piece intitled “Céu de Céus” is part of the city of São Paulo’s art collec-
tion under the care of Centro Cultural São Paulo (CCSP).

Contact Details
R. Prof. Silvio de Sá e Silva, 93 - Parque São Domingos

São Paulo - SP
CEP 05121-090

+ 55 11 983 317 707
jpaccacio@gmail.com

www.jpaccacio.com

mailto:jpaccacio%40gmail.com%0D?subject=
https://www.jpaccacio.com/
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Education

2017
Postgraduate Diploma in Photography by FAAP - Fundação Armando 
Álvares Penteado / SP

2014
Postgraduate Diploma in Image Production Communication and Practice: 
Photography and Audiovisual by Universidade Mackenzie / SP

2000
BA in Social Communication with Radio and TV specialty by FAAP - 
Fundação Armando Álvares Penteado / SP

Solo Exhibitions

2018
- Por Enquanto É Tudo Isso, Casavoa, Rio de Janeiro / RJ

2017
- Isso Foi, É e Será, Qual Casa, São Paulo / SP

Selected Group Exhibitions

2022
- Cola, Casa Amélia, São Paulo / SP

2020
- Travelling Open Studio, Paadman Projects, Teerã / Iran  

2019
- Le Salon des Refusés, Casa da Luz, São Paulo / SP
- 16º Salão de Ubatuba de Artes Visuais, Ubatuba / SP
- Looking for Someone, Lona Galeria, São Paulo / SP 
- Teerã - São Paulo, Galeria Platform 3, Teerã / Iran
- O Que Não é Floresta é Prisão Política, Galeria Reocupa, São Paulo / 
SP 
- 12º SAC de SBC, Pinacoteca Municipal, São Bernardo do Campo, SP
- FINDeART, Centro da Terra, São Paulo / SP
- No Dia Primeiro, No Nono Andar, LAMB Galeria, São Paulo / SP
- Experimentos Expandidos, Casa da Luz, São Paulo / SP
- Eclipse da Razão, Planetário do Ibirapuera, São Paulo / SP 

2018
- 1º Salão KAAYSÁ de Artes Visuais, Galeria Rabieh, São Paulo / SP
- Festivau De C4nn3$, Aura Galeria, São Paulo / SP
- Esquina, São Paulo / SP
- re.gis.tro, Galeria Tato, São Paulo / SP

2017
- VII Mostra 3M de Arte Digital, Largo da Batata, São Paulo / SP
- Programa de Exposições, MARP - Museu de Arte de Ribeirão Preto / SP
- 5º Salon d’Automne França-Brasil, Memorial da América Latina, São 
Paulo / SP
- 29º Inverno Cultural UFSJ, São João Del Rey / MG



2016
- Ocupação Aparelhamento, FUNARTE, São Paulo / SP  
- FINDeART, Da Haus, São Paulo / SP 

2015
- FILE – Festival Internacional da Linguagem Eletrônica, São Paulo / SP

Virtual Exhibitions

2022
- TOMADA, Bica Plataforma [www.bicaplataforma.com/tomada-jpaccacio] 
- Na Varanda, Casa de Cultura do Parque 

2020
- Arte Como Respiro, Itaú Cultural

Shows and Performances

2021
- Projeto 48 [ virtual festival ] 
- Descarrego, Galeria Adelina, São Paulo / SP

2018
- Friccional, Galeria Rabieh, São Paulo / SP 
- Luz de 5ª, Casa da Luz, São Paulo / SP  

2017
- Improfest, Red Bull Station, São Paulo / SP

2016
- Tempestade, Casa das Caldeiras, São Paulo / SP

- Tempestade, Oficina Cultural Pagú, Santos / SP
- Cinerama, Sesc Campinas / SP
- Cinema Apesar da Imagem, Da Haus, São Paulo / SP  

2015
- Corpo Sub Corpo , Sesc Santos / SP
- Cine Performa, Red Bull Station, São Paulo / SP 
- Cinepiscina, Sesc Santos / SP

Curatorships and Projects 

2021
- Ocupação Imagética Entranhamentos / creator and curator 
[https://linktr.ee/entranhamentos] 

2019
- Experimentos Expandidos / co-creator and co-curator

Prizes and Grants

2020
- PROAC do Estado de São Paulo - projeto Entranhamentos
- PROAC LAB - projeto Co-Respondência
- Itaú Cultural - Arte Como Respiro

2016
- PROAC do Estado de São Paulo - projeto Tempestade

http://www.bicaplataforma.com/tomada-jpaccacio
https://linktr.ee/entranhamentos


Residencies

2022
- O Vídeo no Meio de Tudo, Kaaysá, Boiçucanga / SP

2018
- Casavoa, Rio de Janeiro / RJ
- Friccional, Kaaysá, Boiçucanga / SP

2016
- Residência São Jerônimo, Belém / PA

Public Collections

Céu de Céus
- Coleção de Arte da Cidade, sob guarda do Centro Cultural São Paulo – 
CCSP

Extracurricular Courses

2020
- Programa de Orientação em Artes Visuais (POPAV) – Sesc CPF (orien-
tação de Gustavo Torrezan e Ana Paula Cohen)     

2016 a 2019
- Acompanhamento de produção artística – Hermes Artes Visuais

2018
- Filmes e vídeos de artistas / Experiências Curatoriais (prof. Dr. Roberto 
Moreira Cruz)  – MAC USP

2015 a 2017
- Acompanhamento de produção artística com a crítica e curadora Ananda 
Carvalho


